ENGINEERED SOLUTIONS

Complete Development Solutions
AESTHETIC »

From vehicular and pedestrian bridges to arch
systems and retaining walls, Contech products are
designed to appeal to a wide range of aesthetic
sensibilities.

DURABLE »

Benefit from a variety of available products
and systems, proven by more than 100 years of
experience,. We’ve designed them so they’re easy to
install and built to last.

CUSTOMIZED »

We’ve personalized a number of residential and
commercial developments, from luxury home estates
to shopping centers. Regardless of the climate
you’re building in – we’re eager to help you create a
distinctive development .

ENHANCED »

Add a whole new dimension to your development
with products and solutins provided by Contech
Engineered Solutions!
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Palmetto Bluff »
South Carolina

THE DILEMMA
Palmetto Bluff, in Bluffton, South Carolina, needed several bridges that would ﬁt
the aesthetic appeal and eye-catching designs of the 20,000-acre community.
Developers wanted Palmetto Bluff to appear as an island so the residents would
feel like the were leaving the hustle and bustle of the mainland and crossing
over to serenity.
THE SOLUTION
Contech provided a total of six truss bridges – three vehicular and three
pedestrian – to connect the mainland to the village.

The Villages »
Florida

THE DILEMMA
The town of The Villages, Florida, is a master-planned community built in an
area where Florida’s sandy and wet soil conditions appear too challenging
for residential construction. One of the bigger issues in the development of this
town was providing a route leading across a large waterway and into the heart
of the community.
THE SOLUTION
Keystone Country Manor, with its hand-laid stone appearance, allowed town
developers, The Villages of Lake Sumter, Inc., to build on their vision of quaint,
historic-Americana charm for this planned-community site. provided a beautifully
aesthetic and structurally supportive veneer to a ten-barrel, horizontal-ellipse
SUPER-SPAN™ system requireing only minimal subgrade remediation.

The New Town at St. Charles Development »
Missouri

THE DILEMMA
The New Town at St. Charles is a unique, pedestrian friendly neighborhood.
Site planning ﬁrm DPZ saw the advantages of designing the development
around a series of lakes, which could contain stormwater runoff and provide a
dramatic and active waterfront.
THE SOLUTION
Three identical Continental® pedestrian bridges have been installed to provide
access and connectivity throughout New Town. The aesthetic structures were
essential in maintaining the ‘walkability’ aspect that New Town conveys.
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